
     A jewel makes  

         you happy.



Luxura Jewel.
Are you ready for THE tanning revolution 

that gives you 50% energy-savings and 

100% tanning power? Yes! Less really is 

more, thanks to ground-breaking technical 

innovations and a unique combination of UV-A 

and UV-B LED technology. The Luxura Jewel 

is the latest model at the top of Luxura’s 

range and it excels in every aspect. New 

technology and ground-breaking innovative 

developments create a spectacular tanning 

experience with excellent tanning results. 

Made to shine, just like a great jewel.



This facial tanner was made to shine! Designed specially for huge improvements 

in performance, featuring UV-A PowerLEDs, UV-B PowerLEDs, red LEDs and

yellow LED light. The Jewel’s full LED facial tanner offers powerful LEDs on an 

innovative spectrum, giving it high direct tanning power, while saving big on 

energy consumption.

The true pièce de resistance of the Jewel are the toric and 

facetted reflector cups, a smart innovation inspired by the 

facetted surface of jewels. Toric and facetted reflectors 

break light rays and infinitely diffuse them, creating an even 

spreading of the light across face, neck and chest for optimum 

tanning results. 

Full LED facial tanner

Perfect light diffusing reflectors



16 UV-B PowerLEDs with faceted reflectors ensure a lovely 

base tan and effectively build up your vitamin D.

68 red light LEDs with toric reflectors nourish the skin, stimulating 

the production of collagen and elastin. It offers a soothing 

sensation leaving the skin soft, supple and intensely tanned. 

176 UV-A PowerLEDs with toric reflectors guarantee 

high direct pigmentation and an immediate visible, 

gorgeous tan.

Careful positioned LED tracks of 672 yellow micro LEDs 

provide you with a full energy boost.

UV-B PowerLEDs – vitamin D building

Collagen boosting red LEDs

UV-A PowerLEDs – tan boosting

Revitalising yellow LED light

Full LED facial tanner



The Jewel offers unprecedented fast tanning, thanks to  

its BOS Tanning Boosters: unique tanning boosters with  

high direct pigmentation value, evenly distributed across  

the canopy and bed. Each bed is equipped with 10 BOS 

Tanning boosters, which each consist of 25 UV-A PowerLEDs 

and 25 red LEDs with toric reflectors.

 

State-of-the-art lamps

A new type of premium lamp works in perfect sync with 

the BOS Tanning boosters. Together they achieve the most 

effective and optimum combination of UV-A and UV-B within 

the permitted regulations. 

An individual tailored combination of phosphorous mix gives 

the amazing deep blue lamps their superior tanning power, 

resulting in an immediate visible gorgeous tan.

Tan like a boss, 

     with the BOS Tanning Booster



   A jewel makes  

you look great.

Perfect tanning of those parts of the body notoriously hard to reach, 

such as the neck and shoulders, is now within reach!

Full LED shoulder tanner

UV-A & UV-B PowerLEDs with toric and faceted reflectors

Shouldertanner extension

The integrated shoulder tanners are equipped with 

16 UV-A PowerLEDs, 2 UV-B PowerLEDs and 8 red LEDs, 

with toric and faceted reflectors.

Schoulder-necktanner bench

10 UV-A PowerLEDs and 5 red LEDs with toric reflectors, 

and a uniquely shaped reflector guarantee the perfect 

tanning result.



Sometimes, you can have it all! Premium tanning results AND saving big time 

on energy, thanks to the latest innovations added to the Jewel.

The Jewel offers a ground-breaking energy save of up to 50% compared to 

the Vegaz! New and innovative technologies keep the energy consumption 

consistently low, thanks to more efficient stand-by mode, a full-LED facial 

tanner, our newly developed Premium lamps, smart warming and cooling and 

improved end-of-lifespan lamp performance.

Intelligent IP Control software monitors the lamps’ energy consumption

and keeps their output on an even keel throughout their lifespan. Each 

lamp can be controlled individually, so as to provide those lamps further 

away from the body with more power to compensate for this distance.

IP Control on the Jewel has been made compatible with LEDs as well.  

So that you are in full control of ALL of the light!

Unique calculation software allows us to simulate and calculate the full 

UV exposure over the entire body, which helps determine the optimum 

conditions for each LED and lamp, ensuring even tanning across the 

entire body.

You’re

  in control
50% energy savings,

   100% tanning power

Ground breaking 50% energy save  



Temperature control

With its smart and silent cooling system, the Jewel achieves 

a comfortable temperature in a flash. You can adjust the 

temperature to the ideal level, and heat or cool accordingly with 

climate control.

SoundAround

The sublime surround sound music system, offers relaxation 

through music in high quality. The Jewel also offers an internet 

radio option to stream favourite radio stations via MyLuxura.

Sense wellness features

Looking for some refreshment? The revamped Qsens feature 

offers a naturally fresh mist and the improved Xsens feature 

contains a delicious scent which is diffused by means of a sachet 

filled with intensely scented wood chips.

MyLuxura

Feeling in control also makes you feel good. And with myLuxura 

you can be in control of your Luxura tanning beds, to ensure 

maximum capacity and cost efficiency. The maintenance and 

service portal in the cloud keeps all your data safely in one place. 

You can control your tanning beds remotely and gain insight into 

their maintenance status, plan maintenance, reset tanning beds 

which are malfunctioning, run software updates and solve errors. 

This way, you can maximise the performance of your tanning 

beds. Easy does it!

Color your world

Illuminate the room with a gorgeous set of constant color shades 

or choose a color loop for beautiful color effects that flow into 

each other.

   A jewel in every facet.



      50% energy saving,

  100% tanning power

Full LED facial tanner 

 with UV-A & UV-B PowerLEDs, 

 red light LEDs & yellow LED light

Unique shoulder-neck 

       tanner bench with UV-A PowerLEDs 

 Specially developed 

toric and facetted reflectors 

 for UV-A & UV-B LEDs

Full LED shoulder tanner

 with UV-A & UV-B PowerLEDs  

    A jewel
in every facet.

Tanning exposure 

calculated to perfection

Specially developed Premium lamps

 ultimate combination with BOS Tanning Boosters

Full body skin care

 with red light LEDs for soft, supple skin 

 and a better tanning result

Vitalizing yellow LED light

 in facial area

Improved Sense 

wellness features

Smart and silent cooling

 for optimized tanning experience

Impressive warmth experience 

 with use of UV-A and UV-B PowerLEDs

Wireless phone charger

Real-time insight and control 

 with MyLuxura

10 full body length 

   BOS Tanning Boosters 

    with UV-A PowerLEDs and red light LEDs

     454 UV-A PowerLEDs, 

18 UV-B PowerLEDs, 331 red light LEDs  

              & 672 yellow micro LEDs



Climate
CONTROL

SENSSENSSENSSENSSENSSENSSENSSENSShoulder
Tanner 
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P L U S SENSSENSSENSSENS

Technical specifications subject to change

Luxura Jewel

Top
23 x Premium EQ Intensive 80-100W

6 x BOS-BOOSTER

Face

176 x UVA LED

16 x UVB LED

68 x RED LED

672 x yellow micro LED

Shoulders-Extension

16 x UVA LED

2 x UVB LED

8 x RED LED

Shoulders-Bench
10 x UVA LED

5 x RED LED

Bench
14 x Premium EQ Intensive 80-100W

4 x BOS-BOOSTER

Central air exhaust capacity 3800m3

Connection 230V 3~/400V 3N~/PE/50-60Hz

Weight 675kg

Weight incl. Airco 725kg

Colour Crystal White with colorful faceted light

Warranty
2 year warranty on Luxura

1 year additional warranty on LEDs

Standard features

Shoulder tanner

Neck+shoulder tanner bench

Tanning power preset: low - medium - high

Sound Around

Wireless phone charger

MyLuxura portal

Internet radio connection

IP Control

Smart Cooling

Compact air exhaust

Optional features

Climate Control

Wellness package Xsens & Qsens

Xclusive package Climate Control, Xsens & Qsens

Air exhaust tower

Air exhaust tower wrs

Energy consumption & fuse rating

UV Type 3 (0.3 W/m²) UV Type 2 (0.3 W/m²) UV Type 5 (0.7 W/m²)*

Standard model 7200W 7800W 10075W

Model with Climate Control 9300W 9900W 12175W

Model with Wellness package 7300W 7900W 10175W

Model with Exclusive package 9400W 10000W 12275W

Fuse rating 3 x 16A 3 x 16A 3 x 20A

* outside EU, IEC norm max. 0,7 W/m²
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www.sunandhealth.co.uk




